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Part I: Environmental Questionnaire
 
1. Who will use the application/service this project will produce?
2. What are their skill levels?
3. Will training be necessary?
4. Will documentation be provided?
5. What is the application/service supposed to do?
6. Who will support the application/service?
7. What hardware requirements are necessary to run the 
application/service?
8. What software is required to run the application/service? 
(O.S. & utilities)
 
9. What access privileges/authorizations are needed to run the
application/service?
10. Who grants the access/authorization?
11. Was the regular procedure followed to gain access for testing?
If regular procedures for access were NOT followed, please note for 
later testing.
12.What security or confidentiality concerns are there with 
the testing?
 
13. What aspects of the application/service need to be tested?
14. What procedures should be followed during testing?
15. What production application/service will  be affected
 by testing?
16. What is the approximate time needed for one testing iteration?
                                 IT  Project Testing Plan Worksheet: Testing Procedures (Environmental Questionnaire) 
Part II : Normal Workflow - Section A
1. If special hardware is required, follow directions provided and install - Note issues/problems encountered:
2. If a software install is required, follow directions and install - Note issues/problems encountered:
3. Attempt to perform prescribed tasks/activities under different Operating Systems - Note difference/problems:
4. If this is a web application, test using a variety of browsers - Note difference/problems:
5. Redo browser testing under different Operating System versions - Note difference/problems:
6. If application/service is dependent on network access, try a variety of options - Note difference/problems:
 IT Project Testing Plan Worksheet: Testing Procedures  (Normal Workflow)
Part II : Unusual Workflow/Security Verification - Section B
1. Attempt to access applications/service with improper credentials - Note Results:
7. Interaction with existing production systems. Describe any adverse or unexpected results this system has on currently running, 
existing systems.
2. Attempt to click on links, buttons, etc., out of documented order -- Note Results:
3. Attempt to enter improperly formatted  or invalid data (alpha characters in numeric fields; past dates: too many character, etc.)
Note Results:
4. Attempt to abort application/service -- Note Results:
5. Attempt to start application/service -- Note Results:
 IT Project Testing Plan Worksheet: Testing Procedures  (Unusual Workflow/Security Verification)
Part III :  Reporting Checklist
2. Copies provided to:
Stakeholders (e.g.)
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